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1. Mass is defined by the conformal anomaly 

2. Mass is defined by the value of the Skyrme term

3. Mass is defined by the quark condensate (Ioffe,91)

Skyrmion with B>2 has the torus topology (Kopeliovich-Stern, 
Manton, Verbaarschot   87)

Where thebaryon mass come from? 



  

There are nontrivial phase transitions to the
Half Skyrmion state at the nonvanishing density
(Rho et.al ,Sonnenchein et.al)

The mass of the nucleon in the matter reduces
considerably upon the restoration of the chiral symmetry

Is it possible to combine these results and observations
in the generalized Skyrmion picture?

To what extend the nucleon mass is related to the chiral 
condensate?



  

New mechanism for the instanton size stabilization.
 
YM + real scalar in  D=5 (N=1 SYM), but SUSY is not
too important.  (Lambert-Tong 99)

Solution to the equation of motion with two charges



  

The Hamiltonian reads as 

In the singular gauge the solution is

The electric charge is defined via scalar current

It does not vanish at the dyonic instanton solution!



  

The dyonic instanton has the transparent brane interpretation

D4 + D0 +F1 →   D4 +D2(cylinder) + charge densities



  

The Lagrangian of D2 worldvolume theory

Canonical momentum and Hamiltonian

Two charges (electric and topological)

If the topological charge is  two or larger the solution looks
as the closed monopole string with distributed topological charge 



  

The tension of the tube is defined as

Can be written as the sum of two terms without
 the D2 charge

The dyonic instanton carries the angular momentum (Townsend,2001)

which coincides with the cross-section of the tube

It is responsible for the stabilization !



  

Skyrmion = instanton in D=5 gauge theory (Son,Stephanov 04)

The gauge theory involves the flavor as gauge group and is 
defined on the worldvolume of the flavor branes 

The simplest hard-wall model. It is D=5 theory with  two 
gauge groups (left + right) and bifundamental scalar. The 
fifth coordinate z represents the RG scale in our 3+1 world.
It plays the role of «time» for the instanton solution.

The Gauss Law in D=5 = anomaly in D=4



  

Conventional Stabilization of the Skyrmion size

1. Add Skyrme term.

2. Possible stabilization via the Chern-Simons term

3. Dynamical realization of the Atiyah-Manton picture ('89).

The instanton holonomy along the time direction yields
the Skyrmion field with very high accuracy. Dynamically:
the instanton gets captured by some «wall» in the 
fifth coordinate and width of the wall fixes the instanton
(Skyrmion) radius (Eto, Nitta,Sakai,Tong 05). Additional
field with the nontrivial z dependence is required.



  

Conjecture: Baryon = Dyonic instanton in the flavor
gauge group (Krikun ,A..G. '12)= Skyrmion which takes 
into account the meson tower and chiral condensate

A few generalizations of the Lambert-Tong solution
are required

1. Two gauge groups
2. The bifundamental scalar 
3. The curved geometry

Has some similarity with the Atyah-Manton picture since
the solution for the bifundametal scalar is nontrivial



  

Consider Witten's cylindric anzatz for the instanton, '77

and for bifundamental

The boundary conditions (more general later)



  

The Lagrangian reduces to the abelian gauge field with two 
complex scalars in 2+1 theory (1+1 in the static case)

The baryonic charge



  

Introduce two phases

The chiral condensate enters the game via the boundary condition



  

Energy of the Dyonic Skyrmion



  

           Features of the solution

1. It does not fall on the boundary wall 

2. It is stabilized by the second charge, related to the 
axial charge

3. The essential contribution to the mass is due to the 
chiral condensate.

4. The main difference with the standard Skyrmion;
Infinite number of mesons is taken into account. 
The chiral condensate is taken into account



  

The key result           Kopnin,Krikun,A.G. 13



  

More general boundary conditions (no V-A symmetry)
(Kopnin, Krikun A.G.'13)

The potential energy from the gauge part

and the scalar part



  

The baryon (topological) charge and the axial isoscalar charge
are total derivaties and are similar to two charges of the 
dyonic instanton solution.



  

Isovector charges are not  total derivatives

With the proper boundary conditions



  

Compare with the conventional Skyrmion anzatz

In our dyonic instanton solution we have 



  

Brane picture in the Witten-Sakai-Sugimoto cygar geometry 
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                           Conclusion

   New mechanism for the Skyrmion size stabilization.Chiral
condensate is involved

 Energy of the dyonic Skyrmion solution is to large
extent  (numerically) due to the chiral condensate (Ioffe-like picture)

 There should be very subtle mechanism due to competition between
the conformal symmetry breaking and chiral symmetry breaking

Torus - like configurations are very natural  for B>2. 
 (fits with previous analysis)

Possible nontrivial contribution to the angular momentum
due to two charges similar to the dyonic instanton case
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